“iGenners,” as Jean Twenge affectionately calls students born after 1995, are in college right now. In fact, they are here at The Citadel, and they are—as a group—exhibiting some surprising characteristics: Twenge’s book highlights everything from iGen's readiness for adulthood to their political leanings to their intimate partnerships.

We’ll discuss Twenge’s findings from the perspective of those charged with ripping off the training wheels and setting our own beloved iGenners off into the great unknown:

- How do we design our coursework to best reach these students?
- How do we prepare them for the changing social and professional worlds they will face?
- Our discussions are informal, but thoughtful and generative. The goal is to feel personally renewed by a low-stakes professional discussion and better prepared as a teacher and guide of our iGen students.
- Copies of the book are available from CEITL & DE (Bond 363). It is also available as an audiobook.